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hydrogen gas from an outmde cylinder and the
other with oxygen These gases forming layers
on the nickel are the active chemicals JChe
oxygen combines with water to make two nega
tively charged ions each consisting of an oxygen
and a hydrogen atom joined together (a
hydroxyl ion) The hydroxyl ions travel
through the solution to ttie hydrogen electrode
where they combine with hydrogen to form
neutral water Their negative charge (one
electron per ion involved) has now arrived at the
hydrogen electrode and is ready to flow back to
the other electrode througn any outside circuit
that is provided. This flow constitutes the
tiseful electric current and it has been provided
at the expenst- of creating water out of the
original hydrogen and oxygen. The water can
be removed to the form of steam What is the
advantage of all this? In the first place the fuel
gases a-e easy to make and to store in cylinders
SuBPlying a new gas cylinder is easier and
quicker than recharging an ordinary accu
molator Furthermore a fuel cell is hthter
for a given power than an accumulator
satellite designers have found them useful The
fuel cell is not, damaged by heavy overloading
and this is valuable for application to vehicle
driving1 Fuel cell-dnven buses could combine
the advantages of diesel buses and trolleybuses
Fuel cells are stUl m the development stage
It is not certain how they will compete with
combustion engines or in the oil less future
with improved ordinary batteries
Fnlani a non Negro people 01 Hamitic stock
widely distributed in N W Africa chiefly m
Nigeria There are two main branches the
dart skinned Fulanl settled farmers and city
dwellers. Moslem in religion, and the light
coloured Bororo en who are semi nomadic
herdsmen The Fulam are different from any
tribe in W Africa though they reoemble in some
ways the Masai of E Africa The Fulam con
auered the Hausa states at the beginning of the
19th cent which passed unaer British suzerainty
after 1903 Sokoto built hi 1810 was capital
of the Fulam empire
Fuller's Earth, a special land of clay or marl
possessing highly absorbent qualitie originally
used in the fulling —that Is cleansing and
felting—of Uotb Now used in clarifying oils
Deposits in America and hi south of Fngland
Function In mathematics one quantity y is said
to be a function of another quantity x written v
— J(x) if a change mas results to some correspond
ing change in y Thus sma; or logic are functions
of x Ify depends not only on a; but on several
other quantities as well y is called a function of
many variables
Funetionalism, in architecture a movement ongi
nated by Le Corbusler Swiss born French archi
tect and town planner who applied the austere
principles of the Purist movement hi painting
to his own art From about 1824 he designed
in concrete steel and glass buildings In which
every part had a significance hi terms of function
on the theory that objects created to carry out
their particular function to perfection cannot
help being beautiful A house is a machine for
living in. The style was in vogue between the
two wars and although its severity became
somewhat modified it is sfcfll the basis of most
modern architecture
Fungi, a class of simple plants, which reproduce
from snores and lack the green colouring matter
cMorophytt It includes moulds rusts, mildews
smuts mushrooms,, etc Potato blight is a
fungus disease which caused the failure of the
potato crop in Ireland in 1840 50 000 different
fungi are known See <&&> S39IB) P80.)
Furniture Beetle UwoWwm pundatum) The com
mon furniture beetle is responsible for 80 per
cent of all woodworm damage and is the great
pest of the comparatively modern house causing
damage In the main to softwood roofing and
flooring timbers. Adults one-eighth of an inch
long The grub turmete for about 33 months
See aJ$o Woodworm, Death Watch Beetle.
Futurism, the only important modem ait move-
ment to arise outside France initiated by
Marinetti an Italian writer and mountebank
friend of Museohni at a later period. Its origin
took the form of a manifesto published, in Paris
fa 3&0& Jn ^rhich Matmetti glorified violence.
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war and the machine age In its aggression it
favoured the growth of fascism One of the
distinctive features of Futurist art was the use of
the principle of simultaneity hi which the
same figure (e a a woman descending a flight
of stairs) is represented in successive positions
like flini stills superimposed on each other
In spite of two further manifestos it was not
until 1911 that the first examples of Futurist
painting and sculpture appeared by the artists
Sevenni Balla and Boecioni Apart from the
principle of simultaneity Futurism derived from
Cubist md Post impressionist techniques The
movement faded out early m first world war
a
Gabardine a lone loose coarse over garment
worn by men of the common class m the Middle
Ages, and prescribed by law as the distinctive
garment of the Jews The name is now given
to a closely woven cloth of wool and cotton
used to make raincoats
Qabbro a kind of igneous rock often very coarse
grained, containing a good deal of plagioclase
felspar and monoclhnc pyroxene it may
occasionally also include biotite magnetite
ilmenite and hornblende A gabbro containing
nickel at Sudbury m Canada is one of the richest
sources known of that mefcal
Gadfly a widely distributed family of flies with
only one pair of wings including the horse fly
The females are very voracious being able to
bite through the skin and suck the blood of
ft-niirm.in The males are harmless
Gadolinium An element belonging to the rare
earths metals discovered in 1886 by Mirign-ic
It is strongly magnetic
Gaelic relating to the Gaels and their language a
term now applied only to the Celtic people m
habiting the Highlands of Scotland but formerly
also to the Celts of Ireland and the Isle of Man
Galago Bush Babies, related to the lemur
native to Africa large eyed in keeping, with its
nocturnal characteristics
Galaxy or Milky Way Galaxy is the huge disk
shaped cloud of gas and stars (some 100 000
million one of which is the sun) that is turning
m space like a great wheel with a diameter of
about 100000 light years The Milky Way
(that part of the heavens in Milton s words
powdered with stars ) is really only a small
part of this disk and every star in the galaxy is
moving round the centre under the gravitational
control of the whole The sun and planets lie
near the edge of the disk, and it takes them
about SSO million years to travel once round.
The number of stars that can be seen with the
unaided eye is about 3 000 and they all be
long to the Milky Way Galaxy as do most of
the stars that can be seen with anything but the
greatest telescopes With the large modem
optical and radar telescopes many other sys
terns similar in size and weight to our galaxy
have been discovered scattered more or leas
uniformly through space and the universe is
said to include at least 10 000 million such
galaxies. See also F3-6
Gale a high wind now technically denned as one
of at least Beaufort force 8 Between thirty
and forty gales a year occur on the north and
west coasts of the British Isles and only about
half of this number hi the south-east. At St
Ann s Head, Pembroke the anemometer regis
tered a gust of 113 m pJi. on Jan 18 1946
which is a record for these islands Gusts
exceeding 70 m p h are rarely experienced in
London. Gate warnings are issued for specified
areas by the Meteorological Offllce the warnings
taking the form of radio broadcasts and the
hoisting of storm signals at certain points on the
coast See Beaufort Wind Scale Section N
Gall, abnormal vegetable growths caused by
insects mites, bacteria or fungi found on all
parts of the plant. Oak apples. Robin's pin
cushion (on wfld rose) witches brooms
(on trees) are examples Some are useful com
merdally &j? oak apples yield tannic acid and
the black oak gall is used In America as animal
food.
Galleon, the name given to the old three-decked
Spanish treasure vessels employed in conveying
the precious minerals from the American

